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charge dependence and charge :..~symetry in N-N and A-N 

interactions are reviewed. The y-n-exchange N-N and 

A~N potentials are derived and calculated in the static 

limit. The y-n-exchange charge dependent component of 

the N-N potential is found to be larger than the charge 

dependent part of OPEP due to pion mass difference up to 

3 fro an.a is of opposite sign, making the explanation of 

the splitting between p-n and p-p scattering lengths 

more difficult than was previously thought. Except at 

very short distances, this potential is of the order of 

only a few percent of the OPEP. In the light of this 

result, it is concluded that the very iarge charge-

dependent correction at large distances required by Noyes' 

phenomenological analysis on the splitting of rpn and rpp 
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is inexplicable as an electromagnetic correction. The 

y-~ exchange charge asyn:unetric components of both N-N 

and A-N interactions are found to be much weaker than 

the charge dependent one for the N-N case. 
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PART I 

EFFECTS ON N-N INTERACTIONS 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION - LOW ENERGY N-N SCATTERING PARAMETERS 

It is generally believed that the strong inter-

action is charge independent, and the observed charge 

dependence should be accounted for as due to electro-

magnetic corrections. A crucial test of charge symmetry 

(CS), as well as charge independence (CI) of the nuclear 

interaction is provided by measurements of the low-energy 

1 . 
nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters in the S-state, 

the scattering length a and effective range r. The CS 

hypothesis of the strong interaction states that, in the 

absence of electromagnetic interaction, the proton-proton 

interaction is exactly the same as its charge-symmetry 

counterpart, the neutron-neutron interaction. The CI 

hypothesis extends this equality to include the proton-

neutron interaction as well. 

The p-n scattering parameters can be measured 

directly.t Taking Engelke et al.'s (1963) recent results 

into account, Noyes (1963) has found that 

apn = (-23.678±0.028) fm, r = 2 • 51 ± 0 • 11 ± 0 • 0 4 3 fm. • •• ( 1. 1) pn 

tin an approximation where the shape parameters are 
taken to be zero, the four parameters as, at, rs and rt, 

the singlet and triplet scattering lengths and effective 
ranges are obtained from the three experimental quantities, 

2 



The second uncertainty in r is due to the maximum pn 

3 

possible deviation from shape-independence approximation.t 

Breit et al. (1965) analyzed the systematic errors that 

might occur in the experimental data, especially that of 

the coherent neutron-hydrogen scattering length. While 

confirming the Noyes result as the most probable values 

for the small statistical uncertainties used, they suspect 

the coherent neutron-hydrogen scattering length anH' total 

n-p scattering cross section o and the binding energy of 
0 

deutron Gd' through the four relations: 

1 
3at) anH = - (a + 2 s 

= 1T (a 2 2 
00 + 3at ) s 

rt = 2(1 - J:.. k )/k with 112k 2= -2 a o o 0 
t 

t [k2 ( -1 + 1 rsk2) 2 J-1 00 = 1T + - 2 as 

where Mn and Mp are neutron and proton masses and k the 

centre of mass momentum of the neutron. 

tAs was pointed out by Noyes (1963), k 4 terms are 
expected to appear also in the expansion of the quantity 
k cot o. Also, in order to determine the singlet para
meters from experiment, we have to know the triplet para~ehw-

3 3 as well. The strong tensor force couples s1 and n1 
states and the centrifugal shielding of the p-waves are 

not complete. The 3s1- 3n1 coupling parameter E1 and the 

p-wave phase shifts make contributions of order k
4 

to 
the total cross section, hence these higher angular momen
tum states contribute to deviation from shape independence 
also. 
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that the latter is being underestimated, for besides 

deviation from the effective range approximation, un-

certainties also arise from dynamic effects of molecular 

electrons and effects of molecular binding on the n-p 

experiments. It should be remembered that Engelke et al.'s 

data plays a decisive role in narrowing the uncertainty 

of r pn In fact, if one does not include their results, 

one would obtain the higher value r = (2.64±0.12) fm. pn 

(Noyes, 1963) 

The p-p scattering experiment can be done with 

great accuracy. In order to obtain quantities which can 

be compared with those of p-n and n-n cases, however, one 
' 2 t 

has to eliminate the effect of the coulomb force, e /r. 

Let us denote the directly measured scattering parameters 

by a' and r' , in distinction from the so-called non-
PP PP 

coulomb scattering parameters, a and r The latter pp pp 

would describe the p-p scattering in the absence of the 

coulomb force. Gursky and Heller's (1964) experiment 

yielded the values 

a~p = (-7.815±0.008) fm, r 1 = ( 2 • 7 9 5 ± 0 • O 2 5 ) f m • • • • ( 1 • 2 ) 
pp 

The non-coulomb scattering parameters a and r have 
PP PP 

been determined for several current phenomenological 

tBecause of the long range coulomb force, the so
called effective range function is not simply k cot o, 
but contains in addition a function h{n) where n=e 2/hu, 
u being the laboratory velocity of the incident proton. 

http:2.64�0.12
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nuclear potentials by requiring that these potentials, 

together with the coulomb interaction between point 

protons, reproduce the observed p-p scattering data. 

In this way Heller, Signell and Yoder (1964) foundt 

app = -(16.6 ~ 16.9) fm .•• (l.3a) 

The difference between r and r' has been 
pp pp 

shown to be of the order of 1% only. (Breit, 1965; 

Noyes, 1965) Hence we may assume 

r = r' 
PP PP 

•.• (l.3b) 

The n-n scattering length has been deduced from 

the analysis of the final state interaction in the 

reaction 7T + d-+2n + y. (Haddock et al., 1965) This is 

an exceptionally convenient reaction since all three of 

the final particles can be detected and the n-y inter

actions are weak so that the momentum spectr1~"' is deter-

mined entirely by the final state n-n interaction. 

(McVoy, 1961; Bander, 1964) Haddock et al. (1965) gav~ 

the result 

ann = - ( 16 • 4 ± 1. 9) fm ••• ( 1 • 4 a) 

The error in (l.4a) is experimental. Bander (1964) 

examined the various approximations employed in the 

analysis, and concluded that the theoretical error should 

be only 1 fm. More recently, ann has also been determined 

tHeller et al. assumed charge symmetry. In their 
paper, a~p and app are denoted by app and ann respectively. 



from the reaction d+H3+2n+He 3 to be (Baumgartner et al., 

1966) 

ann = -(16.1 ± 1.0) fm. • •. (l.4b) 

The most recent analysis of the reaction n+d+2n+p 

(Bar-Avraham et al., 1967) gives 

a nn = ( -14 ± . 3 ) fm • .•• (l.4c) 

The theoretical uncertainty for (l.4b) and (l.4c) would 

presumably be larger than that of (l.4a), because three 

strongly interacting particles are involved in the final 

state. 

The effective range rnn is unknown as yet. 

Taken at face value, the scattering lengths a pp 

and ann are consistent with CS. On the other hand, 

recent studies by Okamoto (1967) of the binding energies 

of the mirror nuclei He 3 and H3 indicate the possible 

presence of a small charge symmetry breaking (CSB) com-

ponent in the nuclear force. Moreover, although the 

substantial part of the rather differently measured rms 

radii of the charge distributions in He 3 and H3 has been 

explained with a charge symmetric nuclear force, there 

may be some remaining discrepancy which is due to the 

CSB nuclear force. (Baumgartner et al., 1966) 

Deviation from CI is obvious from (1.1) and (1.3); 

t:.a = a -a ~ -7 fm, pn pp t:.r = r -r ~ -0.~ fm .••• (1.5) 
pn PP 

6 



Although the splitting between a's may look very large, 

it can result from a difference of only a few percent 

between the p-p. and p-n potentials. This is because the 

1s scattering length is extremely sensitive to the small 

change in the potential. The effective range is much 

less sensitive to the change in the potential. Thus, 

as will be discussed later, the rather ·small splitting 

between r's implies considerable difference between the 
~ 

p-p and p-n potentials. 

Now the problem before us is to explain the 

observed charge dependence as due to electromagnetic 

corrections, starting from exactly charge-independent 

strong interaction. Considerable effort has been made 

to estimate various charge dependent effects, which can 

be classified into two types: direct and indirect 

effects. The direct effects include those of the 

modification of the coulomb force due to the vacuum 

polarization, the p-n mass difference, the magnetic 

interaction, and the finite size of the nucleon. These 

are characterized by not involving exchange of mesons 

between nucleons. The indirect effects include any 

process in which electromagnetic interaction modifies 

the nuclear force. Here having been considered so far 

are the mass splitting between charged and neutral 

mesons, coupling constant splitting, and meson mixing. 

7 



It should be noted that, except for the effect of meson-

mass splitting which breaks CI but not CS, all the other 

effects break CS as well as CI. 

The direct effects are well understood, and found 

to be too weak to explain the observed charge dependence 

(1.5). The indirect effects are fairly well understood, 

except for the coupling constant splitting. They are 

large enough to yield the splitting of a's. However, a 

serious difficulty arises with the splitting of r's. 

Noyes (1965) examined phenomenologically the difference 

between the p-p (VPP) and p-n (Vpn) potentials which is 

required by the splitting r -r • pp pn He showed that V pp 

should be more than 30% more attractive than V in the pn 

range of 2~4 fm, and correspondingly less attractive for 

the same amount at shorter distances. This is very 

8 

surprising because electromagnetic correction is generally 

of the order of only a few percent of the strong inter-

action. In fact, none of the effects considered so far 

can produce Noyes phenomenological potential. 

There is, however, one mechanism which has not 

been considered. This is the photon-pion (y-~) exchange 

process. It gives rise to a potential of one-pion range. 

We thought it might be quite strong, just as the two-

pion-exchange potential (TPEP) is much stronger than the 

one-pion-exchange potential (OPEP) even at the distance 



around a pion compton wave length. The purpose of this 

part of the thesis is to investigate the potential due 

to the y-rr exchange process. 

In Chapter 2, we summarize the previous theore

tical work and recapitulate Noyes' phenomenological 

analysis. The y-rr potential is derived in Chapter 3. 

The numerical results are given in Chapter 4. It turns 

out that the strength of the y"""'IT exchange charge depen

dent potential is a few percent of that of the OPEP in 

the range of 1"'2 pion compton wave length, and it 

decreases (increases) more rapidly than the OPEP with 

increasing (decreasing) distance. Therefore, the y-rr 

exchange potential cannot produce such a strong long 

ranged correction as required by Noyes' phenomenological 

analysis. It becomes very strong at short ·distances SJO 

that if we take it literally, its effect on the scatter

ing length becomes enormous. Of course, our potential 

at short distances, say $1 fm, is not reliable. Since 

the scattering length is very sensitive to the potential 

at short distances, where all the theories become un

reliable, we think it is rather futile to explain the 

splitting of a's with our present theoretical techniques. 

The result is summarized and conclusion given in 

Chapter 4. 

Throughout the whole calculation, we use the 

units -h=c=µ=l. 

9 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS THEORETICAL WORK 

2.1 Introduction 

Set against a background of increasing evidences 

for charge independence, both in nuclear physics and in 

particle physics, the charge dependence of· the 1s
0 

state 

scattering parameter, as set out in (1.5), has long 

been the object of intensive study. This chapter gives 

a brief account of previous efforts (up to June 1967) 

to explain this deviation from th~ strict symmetry as 

due to electromagnetic processes. As has been remarked, 

the direct processes are well understood. The correc

tions due to them are, however, only weak. The indirect 

processes are less well studied, and, with a complete 

theory of strong interactions lacking, can at best be 

semi-phenomenological. 

10 
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2.2 Vacuum Polarization 

The evidence for vacuum polarization is over-

whelming in atomic physics. It gives rise to a measurable 

contribution to the Lamb shjft in hydrogen, in x-ray fine 

structure separations and in level splittings in mu-mesic 

atoms. In p-p scattering, the clever analysis of Foldy 

and Erikson (1955) favours the existence of vacuum polar-

ization effect. 

According to the Dirac theory of positron, an 

electromagnetic field induces in vacuum a charge and 

current distribution with the creation and annihilation 

of electron-positron pairs. Because of this. polarization 

of the vacuum, interaction between two point charges is 

not merely a coulomb force e 2/r, but in addition modified 

by a vacuum polarization potential. To first order of e
2

, 

Uehling (1935) gave this potential as 

2 Joo v (r) = 2 ae e -2kr xr l+ __!__ ) 
vp 2nr ~ 2x2 

1 

dx, k= 
m c I 
e/ -n· 

••• (2.1) 

Wichmann and Knoll (1956) considered the vacuum polariza-

tion potential for a strong coulomb field and found that 

the first order term agrees with the Uehling potential 

while effect of higher-than-first-order terms is small.t 

tWichrnann and Knoll solve the Dirac equation with 
the coulomb field explicitly to obtain the charge density. 
They then consider the quantity which is the Laplace 
transform.of this density times r 2 • 

http:transform.of


The Uehling potential has a range of the compton wave 

length of the electron. For 2kr+ o, it diverges as 

lnr/r while for 2kr>>l, it decays exponentially. At 

1 fro, the Uehling potential is 0.4 kev, less than 1/2% 

of the coulomb potential. 

Erikson, Foldy and Rarit~ (1956) showed that 

the correction due to vacuum polarization is relatively 

much more important in the 3P states than the 1s state, 

because of the long range of the Uehling potential and 

that the 3P p-p nucleon force is much weaker than that 

of the 1 s state. They found that approximately one half 

12 

of the 3P phase shift observed between 1-5 Mev is due to 

the vacuum polarization potential • .Ile Wit and Durand (1958) 

demonstrated that the Uehling potential produces 

scattering in many higher-than-S orbital angular momentum 

states, even at low photon energies. Hence, to deduce 

the correct nuclear S-wave phase shifts, the complete· 

scattering amplitude of the Uehling potential should be 

taken into account , along with that of the coulomb 

potential. Thus, Heller (1960) solved the Schrodinger 

equation first with the coulomb plus vacuum polarization 

potential, and used this "electric" wave function as the 

assymtoptic form in the analysis of the nuclear p-p 

scattering. The work of Gursky and Heller (1964) follows 

exactly the same procedure. On calculating the nuclear 

parameters a and r. from the experimental quantities . pp pp 
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a'pp and r'pp' one should subtract the electric potential, 

instead of the coulomb potential only, from the phenomen-

ological potential used to fit the experimental data, so 

as to account for the vacuum polarization effect properly. 

Heller, Signal and Yoder (1964) estimated that this will 

remove 0.2 fm in the difference ~a. 

2.3 Nucleon Mass Difference 

The mass difference of 1.3 Mev between neutron· 

and proton is believed to be of electromagnetic origin. 

Downs and Nogami (1967) estimated its effect on low energy 

N-N scattering parameters through the Schrodinger equa-

tions, using the charge independent Hamada-Johnston 

potential. They found that the mass difference leads to 

a <a <a with the difference a -a being only about 
nn np pp' pp nn 

0.5 fm. 

2.4 Electromagnetic Structure of Nucleons 

By electromagnetic structure is meant the modif i-

cation at the vertex, from the case of a point Dirac 

particle, where a nucleon interacts with a virtual photon. 

Such a modification reflects the fact that nucleons are 

strongly coupled to mesons and does not react with 

photons as a point source. The most general form of the 

electromagnetic current associated with the vertex shown 

in Fig. 2.1, compatible with requirements of gauge 

invariance and Lorentz invariance, is given as (Drell and 
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Zachariasan, 1961) 

1 

./ 4E IE p p 

"' . 2 w ( p I ) {F 1 ( q )y µ + 2 
i F 2 (q )o q }w(p) µ \) \) 

The form factors F1 and F 2 are real functions 

square of the momentum of the virtual photon. 

••• (2.2) 

2 
of q , the 

Wtlile Fl 

and F 2 are related to the charge and magnetic moment 

distributions of the nucleon, the so-called spacial 

charge and magnetic moment density can be defined as 

linear combinations of their Fourier transforms only in 

the barycentric system, where the fourth component of q 

vanishes. In this system, however, the nucleon is not at 

rest. Hence the meaning of these densities is not clear. 

In the extreme non-relativistic limit, where the nucleon 

is infinitely heavy, the barycentric and the rest system 

of the nucleon coincide. Thus, in this limit, we may think 

of the Fourier transform of the form factors as physical 

density distribution functions. 

Fig. 2 .1 
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There exist excellent measurements for values of 

the F's through electron-nucleon scattering experiments. 

Their analytic forms are determined mainly with the aids 

of models where vector mesons, viz. p and w, are given 

the role of furnishing intermediate currents tying the 

photon to the nucleon. 

The most natural method to deal with the electro-

magnetic interaction between nucleons with structures 

would be that of Riazudin (1958) who constructed the 

electromagnetic potential as the Fourier transform of 

the scattering amplitude due to the diagram for the 

exchange of a single photon. The effect of higher order 

corrections is generally believed to be small. Riazudin's 

calculation showed that the effect of non-coulomb electro-

magnetic interaction on low energy scattering parameters 

is small, even for a potential of the Yukawa type without 

a hard core. Heller et al. (1964) estimated that this 

can account for 0.8 fm of ~a. 

Schneider and Thaler (1965) defined the electro-

magnetic potential as 

V(r) = 

where 

1 Jr eiqr V(q) d3q 
(27T)3 

••• (2.3) 

f 1 and £ 2 are the form factors and V(q) the fourier 

transform ·Of interaction for point sources. As remarked 
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before, this treatment is legitimate in the extreme non-

relativistic limit and equivalent to the Riazudin pre-

scription. All the electric and magnetic potentials thus 

obtained are repulsive for both p-p and n-n cases. For 

p-n, the magnetic potential is attractive while the much 

weaker electric potential is repulsive. The strongest 

of all six potentials, the p-p electric potential, is 

about +1.4 Mev at 1.0 fm. To see the effect of these 

potentials on a and r, Schneider and Thaler assume a 

charge independent nucleon potential VN. The parameters 

in VN are adjusted to fit the p-p data. The p-n para

meters then obtained are 

a = -16.64 fm pn r = 2.79 fm pn ••• (2.4) 

Comparing with (1.1), we see that this result is in 

obvious disagreement with experiment. 

2.5 Effect of Pion Mass Difference in OPEP 

The mass difference between charged and neutral 

pions, generally believed to be of electrodynamic origin, 

induces a difference between the p-p and p-n interactions, 

since in the former case only neutral pions can be 

exchanged while in the latter case both charged and 

neutral pions may take part. Unfortunately the meson-

theoretic treatment of nuclear forces is not a complete 

theory. The two pion exchange potential (TPEP) cannot 

be calculated with qua~titative reliability in an unambigu-

ous way. However, the one pion exchange potent.ial can be 
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calculated without ambiguity, except for the so called 

strong structure of the nucleon which is to be described 

by the pionic form factor, which is at present not well 

understood. Both pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings 

give ljentical results for the scattering amplitude for 

the one pion exchange diagram. The singlet S state poten-

tials are 

VPP = vnn = 

v = pn 

giving a difference 

f µ 
0 

2M 

2 

2 
= 3 

..• (2.5) 

2 ( l· 1 ) -µr µ ) - - - e 
± r 2µ 

.•• (2.6) 

Here the pionic form factor of the nucleon has not been 

considered. Heller et al. (1964) found that this 

difference, added to the p-p potential to obtain correc-

tion for the p-n case, accounts for 2 fm of the differ-

ence ~a. Schneider and Thaler (1965) showed that the 

mass difference in OPEP brings a to between -18.5 -pn 

. -20.14 fm, depending on the other parameters in the charge 

independent part of the nuclear potential, VN. Henley and 

Morrison (1966) obtained a correction of ~a of 4 fm 

(apn = -19.9 fm) due to pion mass difference in OPEP 
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using a boundary condition model. Roughly speaking, this 

effect can account for 1/3 of ~a. 

2.6 Effect of Pion Mass Difference in TPEP 

In contrast to the OPEP, the TPEP cannot be 

defined unambiguously. The ambiguity is indeed inherent 

in the concept of the potential, for the instantaneous 

nature of an interaction through a potential is at 

variance with the retarded nature of the interaction 

mediated by the meson field. This results in the ambigu

ity in treating the so-called repetition diagram of the 

TPEP. There are two typical prescriptions; perturbation 

theory and Brueckner-Watson's method. As is well known, 

Brueckner-Watson's method does not give the right result 

for the neutral scalar meson case where the exact answer 

is known. Although this may not necessarily be a fatal 

objection against Brueckner-Watson's method, we tend to 

think that the perturbation theory is more justified than 

Brueckner-Watson's method. The TPEP in perturbation 

theory was first derived by Taketani et al., hence 

referred to as the TMO potential. They assumed the 

ps-pv coupling for the pion-nucleon interaction. Later 

Miyazawa gave a prescription how to take account of the 

pion-nucleon re-scattering corrections in the static 

approximation. A relativistic derivation has been ~lso 

developed but we will not go into the details of it. 

(Cottingham and Vinh Mau,1963) 



Sugie (1954) in his investigation of pion-mass 

difference effect employed essentially the Brueckner-

Watson potential, using a ps-pv interaction Hamiltonian. 

(cr•V) Tij;¢ 
a a 

••• (2.7) 

1 For S state, the central part of the charge dependent 

potential is found to be 

.ov G2 ( 2~ 12 u -1 )e-x +~~) 2 c~ )4 ~ [ko (2x) 

+(1+4)k1(2x) 
4x 

1 
= 30 

••• (2.8) 

and G
2

/4'IT = 16. 

Employing a wave function of the form 

u = 1 + x/ a+ Ae -Bx for x >,. 0. 54 fm 

u = o for x ~ 0.54 fm, 

t he obtained the correction ~a as about 6 fm. 

Lin (1964) took exactly the same Hamiltonian 

density (2.7) from the Brueckner-Watson theory with 

19 

completely suppressed pair terms. The coupling constants 

and hard core radius were treated as free parameters to 

be adjusted to experimental results. With proper care 

tThe correction in Sugie •s paper is given as 
112 

b/a - b/a = 0.40, with b = ~-2 • 
W pn ~ 



about the pion mass difference taken, the p-n potential 

is more attractive than the pp case, while for the 

triplet state, the relation is· reversed. The difference 

in the potentials is overall weak. At a separation 

distance of 1.4 fm, the 1s state difference is less than 

2.5 Mev. 

Henley and Morrison (1966) employed the phenom-

20 

enological potential derived by Feshbach and Loman (1961, 

1964). This is essentially a perturbation potential but 

a pair suppression parameter A. and a "ladder" parameter E;, are 

introduced. That A.<l is not a perturbative result. 

For E;,=l one has the TMO potential, for E;,=o, the 

Brueckner-Watson one. In order to fit the p-p phase 

shifts up to 345 Mev, they employ slightly different 

coupling constants for OPEP and TPEP. These, together 

with A., E;, and the pion mass µ are treated as parameters. 

To take into account the short range interaction, they 

employ a boundary condition at r by adjusting the 
0 

logarithmic derivative B = r ~ul , where u(r) is the u r r
0 

radial wave function. In order to see the effect of 

pion-mass difference, Henley and Morrison use the empirical 

pion mass µ
0 

= 135.01 Mev and µ± = 139.59 Mev. The 

boundary condition and coupling constants are left charge 

independent. With such pion-mass-difference-corrected 

TPEP + OPEP, they obtained a = -20.80 fm, i.e., a total np 

correction of 5 fm in ~a. 
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Heller et al. (1964) reported that it is possible 

to obtain the correct ~a by letting the effective mass in 

the TMO potential be 1.3 Mev larger in the p-p than the 

p-n case. 

To sum up, one can only say that while pion mass 

difference does cause a correction in ~a in the right 

direction, it is quantitatively insufficient to explain 

the entire discrepancy. 

2.7 Pion-Nucleon Coupling Constants 

Charge independence would require the coupling 

constants between various pions and nucleons to be identi-

cal, in the absence of electromagnetic interaction. In 

the presence of electromagnetic interaction, there is a 

splitting between these coupling constants and they should 

be determined by quantum electrodynamics. 

Sugie (1954) pointed out that the scattering 

length is much more sensitive to changes in the coupling 

constants than to the pion mass difference, since a 

decrease in the mass, say, would increase the range of the 

potential but reduces its strength at the same time, thus 

causing two mutually cancelling effects. 

By treating the core radius and the coupling con-

stants as free parameters, Lin.(1964) was able to produce 

the right ~a required ·by experiment. With a core radius of 

0.3 fm and f7r NN /f7r NN = 0.980/1.0140, he obtained 
± y 0 
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ann = -22.182 F. Again, the result is extremely sensitive 

to ratio of the coupling constants. Heller et al. (1964) 

attained the right tia by allowing f 
TI±NN 

to be larger than 

f NN by 3.5%. It is to be noted that such a splitting 
7f 

0 

is of the opposite sign to that of Lin's. In Henley and 

Morrison's (1966) analysis of the pion-mass difference and 

p mass d~fference effect, they find that in conjunction 

with these, a splitting of the coupling constants can 

bring out the right tia. The splittings required are, for 

pseudoscalar coupling, g /g = 0.9832 and for pseudo
± 0 

vector coupling f /f = 1.017, so that in the two differ
± 0 

ent cases, the sign of spl~tting is opposite. 

In view of the above, it is only fair to say that 

the analysis on coupling constants is, if anything, in-

conclusive. 

2.8 Particle Mixing 

In the classification of particles, we start for 

the sake of convenience with the highest synunetry and 

assume that each individual particle is an eigenstate 

of a set of operators, ~ = (o1 ,o2 , ••• ), invariant under 

.the strong interaction. Because of other weaker 

interactions, the synunetry of the strong interaction is . . 

broken in actuality. Hence the physical particles are 

not really pure eigenstates of ~ but may be admixtures of 

them. In particular, the different eigenstates of the 



a.re. 
isospin operator -S:S- mixed by the electromagnetic inter-

action. Thus, the physical ~o and ~ are mixtures of the 

n° and n, respectively the isovector and isoscalar 

members of the pseudoscalar octet. In the SU(3) model, 

the fact that the electromagnetic interaction conserves 

the so called U-spin enables one to write down a formula 

from which the extent of isospin mixing can be d~ter-

mined in terms of the mass splitting among isospin 

multiplets. 
I\, 0 I\, I\, 

Similarly, the physical p , ¢ , and w are 

0 mixtures of p , ¢ and w, respectively the isovector 

member, the isosc.alar member of the vector meson octet 

and that of the isoscalar unitary singlet. Here the 

medium strong interaction is responsible for the mixing 

between members of different unitary supermultiplets. 

Such a mixing of particles will result in the 

ti al terms propor_tional to the opera tor ( T j 1 ) 

N-N poten

+ T(2)) 
3 , 
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where Tii) is the third component of the isospin operator 

of the ith nucleop. These terms violate charge symmetry. 

Downs and Nogami (1967) constructed the charge symmetry 

breaking (CSB) potentials due to mixing of the above two 

sets of particles, and investigated their corrections to 

the scattering lengths a and effective ranges pp,nn . 

rpp,nn' as given by the Hamada-Johnston potential (HJ) 

and the C. W. Wong potential y 2 . Such phenomenological 
PP 

potentials contain CSB effects implicitly. Their results, 

displayed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2,depend on the F-D mixing 

parameter a · of the pseudoscalar mesons and the vector ps 

coupling constant gNNw" 



TABLE 2 .1 

Scattering Parameter Shifts for 

Pseudoscalar-Meson-Exchange CSB p-p Potential 

(Downs and Nogami, 1967) 

HJ Ypp2 

a. !:::.at !:::.r !:::.a !:::.r ps PP pp pp pp 

1/2 -0.01 -0.02 -0.15 -0.02 

1 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.02 

TABLE 2.2 

Scattering Parameter Shifts for 

Vector-Meson-Exchange CSB p-p Potential 

(Downs and Nogami, 1967) 

HJ Ypp2 

gNNw !:::.a !:::.r !:::.a !:::.r pp pp pp pp 

6 0.63 0.02 0.75. 0.02 

-5 -0.78 -0.02 -0.94 -0.02 
+ 

tAll values of !:::.a and !:::.r in units of fm. 



2.9 Difficulty with Effective Ranges and 
Noyes Phenomenological Analysis 

· It is clear from the above that while it is 

possible to give an account of the difference ~a 

mainly with the splitting of pion masses and coupling 

constants -- such efforts are far from being conclusive. 

Except for the direct effects, the effects of the other 

processes considered seem to depend on the juggling of 

a few parameters. The coupling constant splittings are 

especially unreliable, while a small disparity in them 

would induce large effects on the behaviour at short 

distances, as was pointed out by Noyes (1965). On the 

other hand, none of these effects explain the large 

25 

difference in the effective ranges. In fact, the effect-

ive ranges are hardly intensively investigated. This, 

of course, is partly because rnn is not available. 

Henley (1966) estimated the effect of pion mass splitting 

on the effective ranges, using the same boundary condition 

model in his other work.(Henley and Morrison, 1966) 

The correction obtained is r - r =(0.12 ± o.oi' fm. . nn pn ~ 

Noyes analyzed phenomenologically the amount of 

charge dependence required in the N-N potentials to 

produce such a large discrepancy between rnn and rpn· He 

found that the updated HJ potentialt which gives -23.68 fm 

tThis potential is first mentioned in the work of 
Heller et al. (1964). As far as we know, it is not pub
lished anywhere. 
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for a has a value of r falling between 2.72 - 2.73 fm, pn pn 

the model dependent uncertainty being 0.02 fm. To 

obtain an r of 2.68 fm would entail increasing the pn 

attraction of the p-n potential in the region between 

2 to 4 fm by 5% and decreasing the attraction in the 

inner region to the same amount, as compared to the p-p 

potential. For rpn = 2.4468 fm, the value given by the 

experiment of Engelke et al., corresponding changes of 

30% are required. 

None of the processesconsidered above can produce 

such a large correction to the potential at the long 

range part. 



CHAPTER 3 

DERIVATION OF THE PHOTON-PION EXCHANGE POTENTIAL 

3.1 Introduction 

We will derive the potential due to the photon-

pion (yTI) exchange process, employing the techniques 

which have been developed for the calculation of the two-

pion exchange potential. The y-TI exchange process is 

depicted in Fig. 3.l(a), where the shaded parts stand for 

all the possible processes. The sum over virtual inter-

actions represented by this shaded part is identical to 

that appearing in the diagram for photon-pion production. 

Here, of course, is the difference that the virtual photon 

and pions exchanged are not on the mass shell and the 

1 . ht . 2 J. 2 2 d k 2 J. k 2 . 11 ig -cone, i.e., p
0 1 p + µ an 

0 1 • Especia y, 

diagram (a) includes diagram (b) .but since we are inter-

changing two ·different ~articles, we have not counted the 

process twice, as would be the case for the exchange of 

two pions. We ignore the nucleon recoil and treat the 

pion-nucleon interaction in the static approximation. 

We are aware of the fact that the static limit of 

the two-pion-exchange potential is mathematically not well 

defined, and essentially the same difficulty arises with 

27 
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the y-w exchange potential (ywEP), namely, if it is 

writteri in the form 

V(x) 2 2 dm p(m )exp(-mx/x) .•• (3.1) 

2 the inverse mass expansion of the spectral function p(m) 

will not converge at the lower mass end (m+µ). The rela-

tivistic effect is therefore important in the asymtoptic 

region (x+00 ), where the static limit would appear to be 

most justified. For the TPEP, however, it is known that 

the static approximation does provide us with a reasonable 

numerical approximation. This can be seen by comparing 

the AN and AA TPEP derived in the approximation and those 

obtained relativistically. (Rimpault and Vinh Mau, 1966; 

Nogqmi et al., 1964; Deloff and Wrezecinko, 1964) Our 

calculation will be meaningful except for the extremely 

large distance where V(x) is small, and for very short 

distances. 

In the absence of electromagnetic field, the 

Hamiltonian of the pion-nucleon system is given by 

H = H + HµN 0 µ 

1 
3 I d3x t .: ) 2 + µ2·~ 1 H = 2 2: + ( ti cp µ 

CJ. =l CJ. 

.L I d3p + = w a a p ap ap 
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= (/'4'"7r fo/µ) J d
3x p(X)T (cr·V)¢ (x) 

Ci. Ci. 

= i(l'4'"7r fo/µ) (2 ~)-31 2 Jd 3p u (cr·p) (2w )-112 
p p . 

Here, ¢Ci. pion field with isospin index a 

pion (p 2 + µ 2) 1/2 w energy p 

a a-pion annihilation operator with ap 

momentum p 

p(x) -- source function of nucleus in real space, 

this represents a cut-off 

u Fourier transform of P (x) p 

f o the unrenormalized coupling constant 

µ pion mass. 

Now let us introduce the electromagnetic 

field. .The interaction between the pion nucleon system 

and the electromagnetic field is obtained through the 

prescription of making the replacement v~v-ieA in (3.2). 

We work in the radiation (or coulomb or transverse) gauge. 

V•A.= 0 ••• (3.3) 

Thus, no longitudinal component of the vector potential A 

enters into the calculation. The scalar potential is 

not an independent dynamical variable, but is determined 

by the instantaneous charge distribution. It is nothing 
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but the familiar coulomb potential between charge distri-

butions. In the reference frame of this gauge, the 

propagator of the electromagnetic field is given by 

DFtr (x '-x) 
µ \) 

k
2

n n -(k•n) (k n +n k ) + k k \) µ \) µ \) µ \) µ ( 3. 4) 

(k·n) 2 - k
2 

where DF(x'-x) =-lim ~F(x'-x,m), the spin o boson propaga
m2-+o 

tor, nµ = (l,0,0,0) and k is the four dimensional wave 

vector. In the calculation of quantities of physical interest, 

Dtr · 1 t b d F is a ways o appear etween conserve currents. The 

term in (3.4) proportional to k or k will vanish because 
\) µ 

of current conservation. The term proportional to nv nµ 

gives the coulomb potential. Thus the effective part of 

the propagator is g D (x-x'). 
µV F 

The interaction Hamiltonian is given by 

H1 = -f d 3
x 2,(x).~(x) ••• (3.5) 

where the current of the pion-nucleon system is given by 

j = j + 
]µ 

+ lint -- -.N 

jN 
e l+-r3 

(.£_ x J) = 2m -2-- ••• (3.6) 

Jµ 
= -e <<1>1~4>2-4>2~4>1) 

lint 
ef o 

h14>2-•24>1)~ = --µ 



jN is the nuclear magnetic moment current density, jµ is 

the meson current and j. tis the interaction current in 

because of the derivative coupling employed. The term 

of the order of e 2 has been omitted here. 

However, we shall decompose the current j in a 

different way, following Chew and Low (1956) • 

••• (3.7) 

where 

••• (3.8) 

and 
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Here, ~o stands for the one-nucleon state, an eigen-state 

of H 
0 = Hµ + HN. The subscripts v and s ref er to the 

isospin character of the respective current densities; 

v stands for isovector and s for isoscalar. 

3.2 The Scattering Matrix 

The N-N scattering amplitude corresponding to the 

Feynman diagram in Fig. 3(a) can be written down with the 

help of a prescription given by Miyazawa (1956) • 

( 3. 9) 

2 2 2 
WP = p + µ ' a= 1, 2, 3, A. = 1, 2 

In the static model, we neglect the nucleon recoil effect. 

Hence, there is no index or variable pertaining to the 

nucleons in the state labels. (ap!s(i) !A.k> approaches 



N 

Fig.3·1(a) 

N 
Fig.3.2 

N N 

Fig. 3· I ( b)-

I 
N 
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the photo-pion production amplitude when the four momenta 

approach values on the mass shell and the light cone. It 

is then the amplitude for an incoming photon of momentum k, 

polarization A, and an outgoing pion of momentum p and 

isospin label a. The matrix element (~pJs(i) IAk) is 

related to the physical photoproduction amplitude through 

dispersion relations. Because of the virtuality of the 

pion and photon, we shall include in <apls(i) IAk/ the pionic 

and electromagnetic form factor at the vertex where the 

nucleon-pion and photon-nucleon interaction takes place. 

In their current analytic form, these form factors modify 

in a systematic way the function on which numerical calcu-

lations are to be carried out. We relegate a detailed 

discussion of this to Appendeces 2 and 3. 

s(i) is proportional to the nucleon current 

density (3.7). We further separate from j (i) the part 
1T ' 

which is due to the so-called interaction current, 

. (i) + . {i) 
= J.int J.R 

Furthermore, we write jI = j + j. t 
- -v -in 

••• (3.9) 

••• (3.10) 

The term J.r (l) x jI <2 ) in (3. 7) gives rise to charge 

independence breaking contribution while 

(lr (l) x .ls <2
> + 2-_s (l) x 2,r (2 )) contains terms breaking 

charge symmetry. The terms containing jR(i) belong to 

diagrams with vertex shown in Fig. 3.2. They are absorbed 
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into the pion mass and coupling constant renormalization, 

so we shall not include them in the following calculation. 

Corresponding to the three parts of nuclear 

current of interest to us, we divide·s(i) into three parts, 

t · 1 t · · to · ( i) · ( i) respec 1ve y per a1n1ng Jv , Jint - ,,.._ 
and j (i) : 

_s 

(i) s ••• (3.11) 

Chew and Low (1956) show that j effectively 
_v 

generates neutral mesons of momentum k x e which are then ...... ........ 

scattered by the nucleon, e being the polarization vector -
of the photon. Hence, sv (i) is proportional to the 

T-matrix element corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 3.3 • 

• • • (3.12) 

f the renormalized unrationalized coupling constant 

the proton and neutron magnetic moment in units 

of nuclear magneton 

M nucleon mass 

Miyazawa (1956) wrote down the explicit form of the 

n-N scattering matrix-element. 

+ B (q
0

) h. i:J· (crp) (crq) +-r. 'l". (crq) (crp))+C (q ) -r. rr. (crp) (crq)] 1 .. ]1 . 0 J1 

i(q-p)•x x e ,,,_,._ - ••• (3.13) 

x is the coordinate of the nucleon. 



The functions A(q
0
), B(q

0
) and C(q

0
) are given in terms 

of the TI-N scattering cross section, through dispersion 

relations. 

A (t) - _£ -..,.-,-
l Joo d 0"33 (p) 

471' w w -t-i~ 
0 p p 
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B (t) = - _E. l Ioo d 
12 w 

0"33+20 13 
W +t-iE 

p 
••• (3.14) 

0 p 

c (t) + 1 _.E. 

J
oo d 

"J61T w 
0 p 

4011+0 13+0"33 
w -t-J.t 

p J

oo 
1 d cr 33 

+ - _E. 4TI . W W +t-i~ 
0 p p 

cr 2I, 2J is the partial cross section for TI-N scattering in 

the state (I,J), I and J being the isospin and real spin. 

It is well known that the TI-N scattering is 

dominated by the 3-3 resonance and that the s-wave pion 

photo-production amplitude is small. j produces p-wave _v . 

pion, since magnetic dipole radiation has parity +l and 

the pion an intrisic parity -1. Furthermore, it is the 

only part of the current which can give an intermediate 

state of the same quantum numbers as that of the 3-3 

resonance ... Hence, we expect sv (i) to dominate over other 

contributions to s(i). In the above, this part has been 

treated exactly except for the static· approximation.· The 

other parts of s(i) we shall only approximate by the first 

Born term. This has been found to be a good approximation. 



The current j~it) is responsible for the electric _in 

dipole photo-production of s-wave pion. As was noted 
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above, photo-production amplitude for s-wave pion is described 

rather well by the first Born term. Hence, we only evalu

(i) ate sint by a perturbation method. The first Born term gives 

(i) 
5 int 

.•. (3.15) 

The current j is also magnetic and therefore produces 
-S 

p-pions, but it has nothing to do with the 3-3 resonances. 

Hence we also assume that its contribution is small andCl'te 

(i) 
i:za satisfied with a first Born approximation to ss . 

Thus we have 

+ C . (k ) (crp), (crxk),} x• ei (~-£,) ·~ 
s o · I\ a 

••• (3.16) 

The functions As and Cs' in t~e zero meson approximation, 

are given as 

A (t) I 

Let us define 

I F = 4rref 
µ 

and 
= eµ gn+gp 

G' f 4M 

•.• (3.17) 
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Substitute (3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) into (3.11), 

we obtain 

(i) ( s = 2Trio(p
0
-k

0
)[G{AT 3Ta(crxk).A(crp)+B -r 3Ta(crp)(crxk)A. 

+ TaT 3 (crxk)A. (crp)) 

+ CTa't" 3 (crp) (crxk)A.} + F(T 2oa 1-t1 oa 2 )cr.A 

· i(k-p) •x + G' {As (crxk) .A (crp) + Cs (crp) (crxk) .A}] e .....-- .- ...- ••• (3.18) 

a= 1, 2, 3, .A = 1, 2 

The potential is defined by requiring it to give 
.. 

the same s-matrix element when inserted into the Schrodinger 

equation. Thus we define 

s = -2Trio(o)V(x) ••• (3.19) 

We further ~·epa.Y-a'te V (x) into three parts corres

ponding to the three products of the current components: 

. ( 1) . ( 2) . ( 1) . ( 2) + . ( 1) . ( 2) and 
2r x J.r ' ls x lr lr · x] s 

. (1) 
ls 

. ( 2) 
x J • -s 

Comparing (3.19) and (3.9), we have 

V (x) = 
~ f-~ ff i(k-p) •X i d t . d 3 pd 3k e - ..... -

(2Tr) 7 (t
2-k2 ) (t2-w 2 ) 

-o p 

••• (3.20) 

••• (3.21) 
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S 
(l)x (2) 

= I 5 I 

'f/ s x s (2 ) + s· (l) · <2 > 
..)<.... II = I s s x SI •.• (3.22) 

~ s (l) x s <2 > 
J'.- III = s s 

The potentials thus defined in (3.21) .are static, 

with no energy dependence and no free parameter. 

We could also divide V(x) into parts according to 

their symmetries in isospin space. Thus, we define 

T = T (1\ (2) 
3 3 3 ••• ( 3. 2 Oa) 

VCSB(x) is identical to VII(x). VI(x) gives con

tribution to vc0 (x) while both VI(x) and VIII(x) contribute 

to Ver (x). 

3. 3 The Charge Dependent ·(CD)· Potential 

The potential VI(x) _curtains a charge dependent 

part, which is the coefficient of the operator T
3
=, 3 (l),

3 
<2> 

in the isospin space. 

i (k-p) •X 1/ e ....... ...... ...... Jv 

•.• (3.2la) 

Substituting (3.12) and (3.15) into (3.22) ·and note that 

A(k
0

) = C(-k) and B(k) = B(-k ), we have, 
0 0 . 0 
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Xr= sr (l)xsr( 2 )= G2 {r}+ GF{II}+ F 2 {rrr} 

=I:, {G[A(k ),
3
1 , 1 ccr 1 xk), (cr

1
p)+B(k) (L

3
1

,
1

(cr
1

p) (cr
1

xk) 
CJ.11\ 0 CJ. I\ 0 CJ. 

. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
x {G(C(k

0
), 3 •a.(cr xk)>. (cr p)+B(k

0
) (L

3
,o.(cr p) (cr xk)>. 

{I} = 

2 2 2 2 
+ 'a.' 3 (cr xk)).(cr p)) 

1 2 
T3 = L 3 •3 

••• (3.23) 

3 . ~ i 2 2 
I: { (cr k) >. (cr p) (cr xk) >. (cr p) [AC+BB-2AB)TT3 +4AB] 

>.=l 

d 1 2 2 
+ (cr xk) >. (cr p) (cr p) (cr xk) >. [ (AB+BA-AA-BB)TT3+2 (AA+BB)] 

1 !. 2 2 
+ (cr p).(cr xk) >. (cr xk) >. (cr p) [ (2BC-BB-CC) TT

3
+2 (BB+CC)] 

1 ! 2 2 
+ (cr p) (cr xk) >. (cr p) (cr xk) [ (BB+CA-2AB)TT

3
+4AB]} 

••• (3.24) 

We have here extended the sum of the index >. to run through 

>.=1,2 and 3 since E 3 = ~/IJ;.I and therefore (crxk) 3=crx~·E 3=o. 
Note also that because of the form 'of the functions 

A, B and C, we have, under the integration sign, AA=CC and 

AB=BC. 



Simplifying, we get 

. {I}= (pxk) 2 [TT
3

2(AC-AA)+4(A+B) 2 ] 

+[Ccr~cr 2 ) (pk) 2+ p2 (cr~k) ( §k)-(pk) [(cr 1p) (cr 2k) 

- (cr.1k) (cr 2p) U[TT
3

2 (4AB 
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-AC-AA-2BB)+4 (A-B) 2 ] ••• (3.25) 

Similarly, 

. . f . 1 i i 4. ( i 1 i 1 {II}= E A(k )-r
3

-r (cr xk),(cr p)+B(k) -r 3 -r (a p)(cr xk) 
a>.. o a I\ o a , 

-1 2 'l 2 'i 2 = 2{A-B) (T-T 3 ) [{erk) {cr p)+(cr p) (cr k)-2(cr a) {pk)] 

••• (3.26) 

For the term {III} I we cannot simply extend the sum of >.. 

to include the case >..=3. 

3 2 
{Tio i 2 2 ! 2 {III} = E E a.l-'1°a2) {T2°al-'1°a2) {cr>..cr>..) 

a=l A.=l 
2 

••• (3.27) 
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Substituting (3.27), (3.26) and (3.25) into (3.23) 

we have 

~I= G
2
{(pxk)

2
[TT3 2(AC-AA)+4(A+B)

2
] 

+ [(cricr 2 ) (pk) 2 + p 2 (cr1 k) (cr 2k)-(pk) [ (cr 1p) (cr 2k)+(o 1k) (o 2p) l] 

[TT3 2 [ 4AB-AC-AA-2BB] +4 (A-B) 
2].~ 

1 2 1 2 i 2 2 + GF{2(A-B) (T-T3 ) [(o k) (cr p)+(cr p) (cr k)-2(cr a) (pk)]} 

+ F2 (T-T3)~a!a2)- (a!k~~a2k)) ••• (3.28) 

To avoid complicated angular integrations, we employ 

the standard trick of making substitutions: 

. i(k-p)•x -----'- i(k•y-p•z) 
e -""""""' . ~ e -...---

p ,.._, iv -z ••. (3.29) 

k ...._ 

Furthermore, since the integrands are spherically symmetric, 

· all angular differentiations vanish. Thus the above sub-

stitution may be replaced by 

z a 
i ,;, a-z -

••• (3.30) 

k 

After making the above substitutions for the 

operators p and kin (3.28), we obtain 
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-1/ = 2G2{±_ll +_a+ -2.)L t2(A+B)2- 1 (A-C)2TT3l J\.. r x x ay a z aya z 2 J 
2 

+S32 (o'a2>[.x32+1( a+ a)+ a l+ls l x ay az aya z 3 12 

· 2 1 1 2 (. 1 a + F (T-T3 ) ) (2o a - s12 ) --2 a- + 
xk Y 

••• (3.31) 

sl2 = 3 (o!x) (o2x) -(o!.o2) 
x 

We then simplify the functions A, B and C given 

in (3.14). First retain only the first Born terms and 

terms containing a 33 , ignoring the rest, which is equiva

lent to assuming that the 3-3 channel is the predominant 

one. Further, we assume that 0 33· is approximated by the 

contribution from the resonance and make the substitution 

2 
Pr = Resonance momentum, wr = 

r(pr)= Resonance width 

Thus J ~ ~ goes over to 12~ 2 
g 2

2 
J dw w t-w p p p µ 

and (3.14) becomes 

••• (3.32) 

o(w -w) 
-..,.._P __ = 

t-wp 
12 2 2 

~ g 
2 

µ 

1 
t-w 
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A (t) = ±-1'.(~-!L+ 1 g2 ) 
2 t+o 3 t-w I2 t+wr µ r 

4n ( 2 2 ) B (t) 1 g + 1 g .•• (3.33) = 2 - 4 t-w 4 t+w 
µ r r 

c (t> = µ
4

1T2 (- x -i L + ~ L) t-o 12 t-w ~ t-w r r 

Substituting (3.33) into (3.31) and then into (3.2la), we 

find that there are five kinds of integrals to be dealt 

with: 

+ I (o,µ;a,S) • J+oo 
= (2~) 7 -oo 

I(o,µ;a) 

I(o,µ;l) = 

li ( µ) i = 
(2'1T) 7 

••• (3.34) 

After performing the t integration and the angular integra-

tions, we obtain: 



+ I (o,µ;a.,13) 

-I (o,µ;a,13) 

I(o,µ;a) 

I(o,µ;l) 

G al3 (y, z) = 

F (y, z) 
a 

= 
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= -Fa
13

(y,z) 

= Fa
13

(y,z) + 2G al3 (y, z) 

••• (3.35) 

= F (y, z) 
a 

= -F(y,z) 

I'µ /, 2 2 } 
p ___ c_o_s_/,_p_2_-~µ_2_z~s_i_n_.._p_y_d __ p + pe~ µ -p zsin pydp 

p (p+a) (p+l3) p (p+a) (p+l3) 
0 ' 

1 
3 2 (2TI) yz (a+l3) 

cos w y sin pzdp 

(w +aY(w +13) p p 

p cos/p2-µ 2 z sin pydp 

(p+a) (p+ 13) 

+ pe sin Iµ -fµ 2_P2. z 

o (p+a) (p+l3) 

1 3 ) Jooo P 
cos w y sin pzdp 

p 

2(2TI) yz( 

p cos/p2-µ 2 z sin pydp + 

p(p+a) p.(p+a) 
0 



F (y I z) 
1 

= 3 2 (27T) yz 

p co.s. wpy sin pzdp 

WP 
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+ 
J

oo /, 2 2 f µ -/µ2-p2 Z 1 cos p -µ sin pzdp + e sin pydp. 

µ 0 

Ll ( µ) 1 = ----.... 
2(27T) 3 

p sin px 
2 2 x w 

p 
( 

cos w x-2 ) 
P + sin wpx dp 

x WP 

- cos px) 

/,
2 2 ( ) 1 cos 2p -µ . si~p px - cos px dp 

x p 

••• (3.36) 

The charge dependent potential VCD(x) is the coefficient 

of T3 in VI(x). We separate it into three parts: 

••• (3.37) 

Substituting (3.31), (3.33) and (3.35) into (3.2la), we 

obtain 

Ve ( ) = _2G2{--;o;-µ47T) 
2 

[ xl ( xl + _2_ + 2) Ll5 _ 16 f2 2G +16g
4 

G l 
CD x ~ a y a z a ya z] ( 3 g ow 9 ww ) 

vs ( ) = 8G2 (.!!!..)2[.2_ + _.!_ f.-2. +_a·)+ 1 LJ L x 
CD x µ2 x2 3x \ay az 3 ayaz ayaz 

1£4 Foo+ j £2g2(Fow+ Gow) + ~: (Fww + Gww)5 
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F2 
+ ~ (t.(µ) - F(y,z)) ••. (3.38) 

In obtaining (3.38) we have thrown away terms like G
00 

which are divergent and obviously come from the "repetition 

term" where the'intermediate state has identical energy as 

the initial state. 

The separate terms in the potentials defined above 

can be evaluated numerically. 

To include the effect of form factors, all that is 

involved is to modify the functions defined in (3.36). 

The detail of this operation will be given in the Appendix 

dealing with form factors. 

3.4 The Charge Independent Potential 

Let us now turn to the charge independent part of 

they-~ exchange potential, VCI(x). As can be seen from 

the expression (3.31) of J<.r, VI(x), which belongs to the 
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term jil) x ji2 ), contains a charge 
,,._ - independent part. 

VIII (x), belonging to the term J·~l) . (2) . h 
x J , is c arge _s 

independent also. Substituting (3.16) into (3.22), we 

have 

.•• (3.39) 

As in the case of vc0 (x), we separate VCI(x) into three 

parts: 

••• (3.40) 

Summing up (3.39) and the charge independent part in (3.31), 

we have 

vc C ) -4G2 ( 41T) 2 [ ~ ( 1 + 2 + 2) LJ ~ f4F + 4 4( 4F +G ) er x = 2 x · x a y a z a ya z oo '39° 3 ww ww 
µ 

+ 4 f
2 2 ( ~ F + G )l ·· g 3 OW OW ) 
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- 38 GF a2 47r (f2F + g2 F \ + F2 32 (b.(µ)-F(x,x)) 
ayaz µ2 o 3 w) 

T 
VCI (x) 

+ -4 G. F a 
2 

47r ( 2 g
2 

) 2 1 ~~ ~ f F
0 

+....,., Fw - F -3 (b.(µ)-F(x,x)) 3 . ayaz 2 -> 
µ 

..• (3.41) 

3.5 The Charge Symmetry Breaking Potential 

The charge symmetry breaking (CSB) potential con-

sists of terms which are the coefficients of the. operator 

( (l)+ (2)). 
'!3 't'3 • Thus,. from their definitions (3.20) and 

(3.20a), we have VII(x) = VCSB(x). It can easily be shown 

that the term (j ~l) x j <2 > + j (l) x j 1~n2 t)) vanishes identi-
"'" 1 n t """" s ~ v-

ca 11 y. Hence, we are left in J<II only the term 

( .(1) .(2)+ .(l) .( 2 )) Sbt'tt' (312) (313) 2v x 1 s - ·1 s x .2.v • u s i u ing • ' • 

and (3.16) into (3.22), we obtain, 

K II= 

J. .!. 2 2 1. .l 
+ Cs (B+C) (o xk)A (o p) {o p) (o xk) A+ As (B+C) (o p) (o k) A 

2 2 
(o p) (o xk) A 
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4. 4. 2 2 
+ As (A+B) (cr p) (cr xk) A (cr xk) I. (cr p)} + (l~ 2) 

.•. (3.42) 

Here (1~2) stands for similar terms with index 1 and 2 

interchanged. As in the previous cases, we divide 

VCSB(x) into three parts. 

. •• (3.43) 

After some simplification and performing the substitution 

(3.30), we have 

c 
V:csB(x) = -

vs ( ) = _ ~ GG, ( 4 7f )
2 

f 2 2 [ 1 + i (-a + a ) 
CSB x -> 2 g 2 3x ay az 

j.l x 

VT ( ) = _ ~ GG, ( 47f) 
2 

f2 2 [ 1 ( 2 .2_ __ a ) 
CSB x :J 2 g x ay az 

j.l 

3 2 ] 
- ayaz 

••• (3.44) 

In obtaining (3.44), we have .again thrown away a term 

involving the function G
00 

in V~SB(x), for the same reason 

mentioned before after (3.38). 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

Table 4.1 lists the y-TI exchange charge d~pendent 

1 potential for the S-state, AV 
YTI 

This is the differ-

ence between the potentials in the p-n and p-p systems, 

AV = V - V pn pp It is plotted in Fig. 4.1. The charge 

dependent part of the OPEP due to pion mass difference, 

6Vmd' and one-tenth of OPEP itself are also shown for the 

sake of comparison. 6V is larger than 10% of the OPEP 
YTI 

at 1 fm. For distances r<l fm, it becomes very strong, 

reaching 20% of the OPEP at 0.85 fm. Between 1-3 fm, 

it is comparable, but on the whole stronger than 6Vmd" 

Thus, the y-TI exchange process is presumably the most 

important long range effect. The sign of 6V is 
YTI 

opposite to that of AVmd before it changes sign at 2~TI. 

The sum 6V + AV d is therefore positive everywhere, 
y TI m 

so that the net effect tends to make the p-n potential 

less negative than the p-p potential. This is at 

variance wit~ their relation as indicated by the sign of 

. the splitting 6a. The explanation of 6a would be much 

more difficult than was previous thought, for 6Vmd alone 

had contributed to one-third of 6a in the right direc-

50 



tion, and now this effect is cancelled by that of ~V . 
y 7T 

Presumably, pion-mass difference effect in TPEP, which 

becomes also very strong at short distances, and 

splitting of the coupling constants would still be able 

to produce the correct value of ~a, but one doubts how 
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meaningful such a fit would be, because of its sensitivity 

to the short range potential. It is to be remarked again 

that ~V becomes very strong also, and with a wrong sign, 
Y1T 

at distances within 0.8 fm. We can expect, l'owever, that 

contribution from form factors will suppress ~V at 
Y1T 

short distanc'es and reduce its inten~ity. 

The very large charge dependent correction at very 

large distances required by Noyes' phenomenological 

analysis of the splitting ~r remains a mystery. ~v 
Y1T 

is nowhere more than a few percent of the OPEP between 

2-4 fm. Indeed, there is no other conceivable electro-

magnetic effect that can produce Noyes' correction. 

The y- 1T exchange charge independent potential 

is listed in Table 4.2. Similar to ~V , it is of the 
Y1T 

order of a few percent of the OPEP between 1-3 fm. 

Hence we see that the OPEP can be considered as a reliable 

tail of the NN potential. 

The charge symmetry breaking component of the 

y- 1T exchange potential, VCSB' is listed in Table 4 .3 and 

shown in Fig. 4.2. Beyond l~ , it is on the whole much 
1T 
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weaker than the CSB potential due to TI
0 -n mixing. Because 

VCSB increases rapidly with decrease in distance, it can 

overcome the positive part of the TI
0 -n mixing potential 

and make the n-n interaction everywhere stronger than 

that of p-p. This is in agreement with Okomoto and Lucas' 

(1967) analysis of the electromagnetic difference between 

the binding energies of He3 and H3 • There is, however, 

still some qualification to this conclusion, since our 

potential is not as reliable at short distances. Also, 

suppression _is again expected at short distances because 

of contribution from form factors. 



TABLE 4.1 

1 s-STATE CHARGE DEPENDENT 

y-rr EXCHANGE NN POTENTIAL 

/:J.V = V pn - v pp 

x ( t:: ) 
'IT 

/:J.V (µ ) 
'IT 

/:J.V (Mev) 

0.3 0.270130 37.6561 

0.4 0.098580 13.7420 

0.5 0.036794 5.1290 

0.6 0.014880 2.0742 

0.7 0.006890 0.9604 

0.8 0.003562 0.4965 

0.9 0.002064 0.2877 

1.0 ·o. 001168 0.1628 

1.1 0.000714 0.0995 

1.2 0.000450 0.0627 

1.3 0.000312 0.0434 

1.4 0.000218 0.0303 

1.5 0.000138 0.0192 

1.6 0.000088 0.0122 

1.7 0.000062 0.0086 

1.8 0.000048 0.0066 

1.9 0.000018 0.0025 
-2. 0 0.000012 0.0016 



TABLE 4.2 

1 s-STATE CHARGE INDEPENDENT y-1T EXCHANGE NN POTENTIAL 

x (1\ ) 
1T V CI ( µ 1T) VCI (Mev) 

0.3 o.508958 70.9487 

0.4 0.172740 24.0799 

0.5 0.055195 7.6941 

. o. 6 0.019848 2.7668 

0.7 0.008329 1.1610 

a.a 0.003945 0.5499 

0.9 0.002022 0.2818 

1.0 0.001135 0.1582 

1.1 0.000672 0.0936 

1.2 0.000410 0.0571 

1.3 0.000286. 0.0398 

1.4 0.000173 0.0241 

1.5 0.000111 0.0154 

1.6 0.000077 0.0107 

1.7 0.000051 0.0071 

1.8 0.000039 0.0054 

1.9 0.000020 0.0027 

2.0 0.000016 O·. 0022 



TABLE 4.3 

1s-STATE CHARGE SYMMETRY BREAKING y-1T POTENTIAL 

llV = V nn - v pp 

x (1( ) 
1T 

LiV(µ ) 
1T 

Li.V (Mev) 

0.3 -0.074152 -9.9698 

0.4 -0.028436 -3.9639 

0.5 -0.009360 -1.3047 

0.6 -0.003344 -0.4661 

0.7 -0.001368 -0.1906 

0.8 -0.000628 -0.0875 

0.9 -0.000320 -0.0446 

1.0 -0.000168 -0.0234 

1.1 -0.000092 -0.0128 

1.2 -0.000056 -0.0078 

1.3 -0.000036 -0.0050 

1.4 -0.000024 -0.0033 

1.5 -0.000016 -0.0022 

1.6 . -0.000012 -0.0016 

1.7 -0.000008 -0.0011 

1.8 -0.000004 -0.0005 
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PART II 

EFFECTS ON A-N INTERACTION 



CHAPTER 5 

CHARGE SYMMETRY VIOLATION IN A-N INTERACTION 

The most important piece of experimental evidence 

for the existence of a charge symmetry breaking component 

in the A-N interaction is the difference in binding 

4 energies of A-particles in the mirror hypernuclei AHe 

and AH4 • Precise determination of this difference has 

been difficult because the quantity sought is smaller 

than the typical measurement error of BA in the decay of 

4 4 either AHe or AH • Also, there were discrepancies in 

the results obtained from considerations of various decay 

modes. Raymund {1964) claimed that 

4 4 
8BA = BA (AHe )-B>. (AH ) = (0.30 ± 0.14)Mev 

••• (5.1) 

More recent work by Meyeur and collaborators (1966) 

indicated that ~BA = (+0.12 ± 0.17)Mev, which is con

sidered to be consistent with zero. 

If the A-N interaction is charge symmetric, the 

coulomb force will produce a negative 8BA. This arises 

through two effects. The presence of a A-particle, 

which interacts attractively with the nucleons, tends 
. 3 

to compress· the three-nucleon core. In the case of He , 

59 
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this compression results in a rise in the coulomb energy, 

i.e., the mass of the He3-core in AHe 4 is effectively 

larger than that of a free He3 nucleus. The binding 

energy BA is calculated from the relation 

B = M~ + M A•l - ~m.•Q 
A A z 1 

••• (5.2) 

where MA is the mass of the hypernucleon, MzA-l the mass 

of the core, ~mi the sum of individual component 

particles and Q the observed energy released. Thus, an 

increase in the effective mass of M A-l will lower B,. Dalitz Z . A 

and Downs (1958) estimated that the core compression in 

AHe
4 

is about 10%. This will cause a rise of 0.08 Mev in 

the coulomb energy. Also, because of the coulomb force, 

th d . f H 3 ' l th th f 3 e r.m.s. ra ius o e is arger an at o H • As 

the A-N interaction is of a short range character, a 
\ 

larger volume distribution of the nucleons means less 

chance for the A-particles to feel them and hence gives 

rise to a more loosely bound system. Dalitz and Downs 

(1958) estimated that for a A-N potential of the 

Gaussian form, dBA/dR, the gradi~nt of binding energy 

with respect to core radius, is -2.5 BA/fm. The differ

ence between the radii R(He3 ) and R(H3 ) would contribute 

-0.35 Mev to 6BA. 

If we take the result given by Raymund seriously, 

charge assymmetry component in A-N force would have to 

account for 0.75 Mev in 6BA. There is however some 
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dispute over this amount. Gal (1966) showed that a strong 

repulsive ANN three body force would reduce greatly the 

amount of core compression. He used, however, a three 

body force much stronger than the one derived meson

theoretically. Also, the value dBA/dR given by Dalitz 

and Downs cannot be regarded as .final, because of the 

particularly simple form of the potential and wave func-

tion employed. If we take the experimental value of 

t.BA as the one given by Meyeur ~ al., then the effective 

t.BA as due to charge symmetry breaking force in the A-N 

interaction would only be 0.45 Mev. 

Besides coulomb interaction, three electromagnetic 

effects have been considered,. which give rise to charge-

assymmetry components in the A-N force. They are, the 
0 d 0 .. h +- d . A-E an ir -n mixing, t e I: -t mass ifference and the 

w-¢>-p 0 mixing. 

The hypothesis of charge symmetry eliminates the 

1 . 0 . h 0 h . d h coup ing A.A.ir , since t e ir -state c anges sign un er t e 

charge symmetry operator. Thus, without particle mixing, 

the A-N interaction with the longest range is given by 

the exchange of two pions. Mixing of particles A-E 0 and 
0 • 'V'V'VO n-ir , however, makes the coupling AA.ir between the 

physical particles poss;ible. In the SU(3) model, the 

amount of mixing can be calculated, making use of the 

U-spin invariant property of the electromagnetic mass 
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operator. The coupling constant can then be derived. 

(Dalitz and Von Hippel, 1964) 

-2 0:
0

loMj>.)+(;
0

!om
2!n) 

M ( L) -M (A) m ( n) -m ( 1T) 

••• (5.3) 

Here oM is the electromagnetic mass operator of the baryons 

' 2 and om the mass square operator of mesons. gE/.1T is the 

coupling constant of the interaction E~l.+1T. The other 

symbols appearing in (5.3) are self explaining; I>.) is the 

isospin eigenstate I. and M(>.) its mass, etc. We have also 

••• (S.4) 

where ex is the F-D mixing parameter. With this knowledge 

of the coupling constant gl./.1To, one can derive the 

one-1T 0 -exchange >.-N potential. Because of (5.3), this 

potential is weak, but because of its long range, as 

compared to the TPEP, it might be quite important. 

Dalitz and Von Hippel (1964) estimated that the 1T 0 -exchange 

potential gives rise to +a.21 -± a.as Mev in 6B/.. 

In a similar manner, one can discuss the >.-N 

potential given rise by the exchange of the physical vector 
'V 'V 'VO 

mesons w, ~and p • The mixing of wand ~ is, however, not 

electromagnetic. It is a consequency of the so called 

medium-strong interaction. Downs (1965) estimated the 

effect of these potentials on 6BA. He showed that it is 

possible to produce a 6BA of 0.70 Mev with the combination 
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of all the above mentioned one-boson-exchange potentials. 

The result, however, relies on the F-D mixing para-

meters and the coupling constant gAAW' the value.of which 

is not precisely determined. Furthermore, the one-boson

exchange potentials are highly singular for short dis

tances and it is doubtful whether it is legitimate to take 

it literally. 

The difference in the mass of the intermediate 

state for the TPEP of A-p and A-n cases may account for 

0. 05 Mev in ABA •. (Dalitz· and Von Hippel, 1964) 

http:value.of


CHAPTER 6 

DERIVATION OF THE 

, CHARGE SYMMETRY BREAKING y-TI EXCHANGE A-N POTENTIAL 

Although it is still under dispute to what extent 

charge syrnmetry in A-N interaction is broken, it is 

generally agreed that charge symmetry violation is mani

fested in that 6BA never becomes negative. It is thus 

of interest to examine possible processes that can give 

rise to a charge assymmetric interaction. Besides the 

processes already mentioned in Chapter 5, the y-~ exchange 

process also gives rise to a charge symmetry breaking A-N 

interaction. We think this can be an important effect 

as 'it is important in the N-N case. 

The diagram to be considered is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

We use the notations of Chapter 3 and write the s~attering 

matrix as 



"A lfo 
- - - - - - \:~ 

1-: 
. 
~~ 

}\, -
Fig. 6.1 

Since the. A-particle is an isoscalar, only TIO can parti-

cipate. Also, since we are interested in the charge 

asymmetry contribution, and the NNTI0 vertex involves the 

nucleon isospin operator T3 , we need only consider the 

isoscalar current j at the NNy vertex. The isovector _s 

current j would in this case give rise to a charge ._v 

independent contribution. We obtain the matrix element 
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(3-p Is (N) I Ak) from (3 .16), which gives us the pertur

bation result. The other matrix element in (6.1) is given 

by 

(3pjs(A) IAk"> = 2Tiic5(po-ko) r µ(!~) (A<ko) (aAxk)A (aA •p) 
A . 

· ) i (p-k) ·x + Cs (k
0

) (a A •p) (a A xk) x e . A 

••• (6.2) 

Here f A is the renormalized EATI coupling constant, and 

µ(EA) is the transition magnetic moment for the decay 

E+A+TI, in units of nuclear nagneton. The functions AA 

and CA are given by static dispersion relations. 

(Nogarni and Bloore, 1964) 



+ 1 Joo dp a 3 (p) 
2-iT w (w -t-i€} 

0 p p 

+ J:.. Joo 9£ 
67f w 

0 p 

+ 1 Joo 9£ . 2.ol (p} +er 3 (p} 
6iT w w -t-ic 

0 p p 

+ iJOO ~ 
27r w 

0 p 
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2o1 (p)+o 3 (p) 

w +t+iE: p 

••• (6.3} 

~ is the mass difference between the E- and A- particles 

and a 2J is the total cross section of. the 7f-A scattering 

in the state with angular momentum J. Again, we make 

use of the technique outlined in (3.32} and retain only 

a 3 because of its predominant resonance~ With the 

s~bstitution 

••• (6.4} 

2 . 2 2 
pA = Resonance momentum, wA=pA + µ 

-r = Resonance width 

{6.3} becomes 

~;~ ~ 
f 2. 2 

2 } A 3 gA 1 gA 
t+t:" + 2 - -+ 2 t+wA t-w 

f 2 2 
2 } 

••• (6.5} 

47r l A 1 gA 3 gA 
2 t-A + 2- + 2- t+wA t-w 
µ A 
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Substituting (6.5), (6.3), (6.2) and (3.16) into (6.1) 

and employing the same technique outlined in (3.29), we 

can finally write the charge symmetry breaking potential 

as 

••• (6.6) 

with 

vc = - ~ G • G f 2 . ( 4 
ir )

2 
( 1 + 2 + 2 ) L [ f 2 CF +G ) 

A x A µ2 x ay az ayaz 06 OA 

VS = 8 G'G f 2 
A A 

+ 2g, 2 (F + G · )] 2 . OWA . OWA 

( 41T) (1 + 1 (2 + 2 2 rx ay 
µ x . 

a 1 a
2 

) a
2 

az) + 3 ayaz ayaz 

• •• (6.7) 

For the value of f A a'nd µ (I: l) , we employ the SU ( 3) 

' results, 

f A./f 
2 

= - a 
13 

••• (6.8) 

µ (EA) 
13 

= - - µn 2 ••• (6.9) 
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a is the so-called F-D mixing ratio and µ the magnetic n . 

moment of neutron in units of nuclear magneton. The 

value of a is not well determined, but likely to be 

above 0.6. We take it to be 0.75. Furthermore, we 

extend the relation (6.9) to write the magnetic form 

factor of the yEA vertex as 

••• (6.10) 

For numerica1·calculation, we take the values 

2 0.047 g = 

WP = 1.79 ••• (6 .11) 

µ = -fl = c = 1 



CHAPTER 7 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

The charge assymetric component of the y-TI 

exchange A-N potential is tabulated in Tables 7.1 and 

7.2. The spin-dependent and spin-independent components 

are of the same signs. On the whole they are very weak 

compared to the TI
0 -exchange potential due to A-~ 

mixing in the physical ~. Within l~ , the y-TI exchange 
TI 

potential increases rapidly with decreasing distance. 

-1 This is because its dependence on r is of a higher 

power, due to the additional exchange of a photon. The 

quantity that enters into the calculation of 6BA as 

defined in Chapter 5 is the combination v6B =(6V~+2V~). 
A 

This is plotted in Fig. 7 .1 along with the TIO exchange · 
0 

potential, V~ • v6B is very weak compared 
A. 

is of the 9pposite sign. It was found that 

0 
TI to VA. , and 

0 
VTI alone 

A. 

was not enough to explain 6BA.. Our result will make its 

explanation slightly more difficult. · 
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TABLE 7.1 

1 s-STATE CHARGE SYMMETRY BREAKING 

y- 1T EXCHANGE ).N POTENTIAL (SPIN DEPENDENT) 

AV = v).n - v).p 

X(~7T) llV(µ7T) llV(Mev) 

0.3 0.021366 2.9784 

0.4 O.Oll748 1.6376 

0.5 0.004170 0.5812 

0.6 0.001362 0.1898 

0.7 0.000498 0.0694 

0.8 0.000204 0.0284 

0.9 0.000090 0.0125 

1.0 0.000042 0.0058 

1.1 0.000018 0.0025 

1.2 0.000006 0.0008 



TABLE 7.2 

1s-STATE CHARGE SYMMETRY BREAKING 

y-n EXCHANGE AN POTENTIAL {SPlN INDEPENDENT) 

x ( 7c ) 
TI 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

-0.079362 

-0.026354 

-0.007788 

-0.002600 

-0.001012 

-0.000444 

-0.000214 

-0.000110 

-0.000060 

.-0. 000034 

-0.000020 

-0.000012 

-0.000008 

-0.000006 

-0.000004 

-0.000002 

t::.V(Mev) 

'-11.063 

- 3.6737 

- 1.0856 

- 0.3624 

- 0.1421 

- 0.0618 

- 0.0298 

- 0.0153 

- 0.0083 

- 0.0047 

- 0.0027 

- 0.0017 

- 0.0011 

- 0.0008 

- 0.0005 

- ·o. 0002 
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APPENDIX 1 

USEFUL RELATIONS 

In simplifying the expressions for j( I, j(II and 

j(III' we found the following relations useful: 

(oxk)A (op) - (pxk)A +ioA (kp)- ipA (ok) 

(op) (oxk) A = (pxk) A - ioA (kp) + ipA (ok) 

Making use of the above, we also have 

3 1 1 2 2 2 12 2 
_E (o xk) ~ {o p) (o xk), (o p) = {p?<k)° - (o o ) (pk) 

A'=l I\ I\ 

••• (Al. l) 

2 1 2 1 2 1 2 - p (o k)(o k)+(pk)[(o p)(o k)+(o k)(o p)] 

+ i (o1 +o 2 ) • {pxk) (pk) 

3 1 1 2 2 2 12 2 
E (o xk) A {o p) (o p) {o xk) A = (pxk) + (o o ) (pk) 

A=l 
2 1 . 2 1 2 1 2 + p { o k) ( o k) - (pk) [ ( o p) ( o k) + ( o k) ( o p) ] 

3 1 . l 2 2 2 1 2 2 
E (o p) {o 2<k) (o p)(a xk) A = {pxk) - (o o ) (pk) 

A=l 

2 1 2 1 2 1 2 - p. (o k)(o k)+(pk)[(o p){o k)+{o k)(o p)] 
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3 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 E (a p) (o xk)). (o xk)). (o p) = (pxk) +(o a ) (kp) 
A.=l 

. 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 + p (a k) (o k)-(kp) [(op) (o k)+{o k) (op) 

•.• (Al. 2) 

It is to be noted that the ·terms linear in the spins cancel 

out in the expressions for the JG 's, as it should be the 

case. We list the expressions for the other operators 

appearing in (Al.2) under the transformation (3.30). 

P
2

k
2 

= () + ; Ca~ + a!)+ a~:. ) a~:. • •• {Al. 3) 

2 ( 2 a
2 

) a
2 

. 
(pk) = ~ + ayaz ayaz ••• (Al. 4) 

2 2 2 2 ( 2 ~ (·2 + a)) a 
2 

(pxk) =-Pk ~(pk) = x2 + x. ay az ayaz 

••• (Al. 5) 

1 2 1 2 (0102) (o z) (o z) a a (o p) Co p) ·= 2 -
z az z az 

1 2 
(a z) (o z) a2 

z az2 

1 ( 1 a a 2 ) (0102) ( ~ 2 + L) = 3 s12 x az - y-- 3 x az az2 

••• (Al. 6) 

Co 1p) (o 2k) = Co1k) (o 2
p) 

1 2 2 2 
(a y) ( o z) a 1 ( 1 2 a 

yz ayaz = - 3 s12+0 0 ) ayaz = -

••• (Al. 7) 
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Making use of the above, we have 

1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
(a a) (pk) +p (a k) (a k)-{pk) [(a p) (a k)+{o k) {a p)] 

= < 1 2) ( 2 + 2 ( a + a ) + 2 a 
2 

) a 
2 

a 0 
. x2 rx ay az 3 ayaz ayaz 

1 2 
0 0 

1 ( a a · a2 a 2 

x \ 2 ay - az) ayaz ayaz ••• (Al. 8) 

1 
(201 0

2 
- s )1 

( ~ _a + 1 ) 3 12 xk~ ay 

••• {Al. 9) 

The following combinations of the functions 

A, B and C, as given in (3.33) are also used in obtaining 

the expressions for the potentials (3.38), (3.41) and 

(3.44). 

4TI(··f2 ·1· ·· 2 1 g 2 ) 
(A-B) = ~ t+o - 2 t-; - 6 t+wr 

µ I r 
••• (Al.10) 

(A-C) =~ -+--""'_s__-.,,._s__ 4TI ( f
2 

f 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

) 
µ~ t+o · t-o J t-wr .J t-wr 

(A+B) 

Denote 

••• (Al.11) 

••• (Al .12) 

••• {Al .13) 

In what follows, we write w for wr for simplicity. 
2 . 

I [ {A-B) 2 ] = - ( 4 TI \ ~ f 4F +f2g 2 ( 2 F +2G ) 
. µ 2 J l 00 . 3 o.w ow 

••• (Al .14) 
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2 . 2 2 . 4 
I [ (A-C) 2) = (471") f .-16f g G + 16g G ) 

µ \ 3 OW 9 WW 
••• (Al.15). 

In deriving (Al.15), we have dropped the term G
00 

I[4{A-B)2-{A-C)2] = -4 c:;)2 ~f4Foo + j f2g2 (Fow+Gow) 

+ \. (Fww + Gww)1 ••• (Al.16) 

I [ (A+B) 2] = - c7J2 i f4F 00 + j g4 ( j Fww+Gww) 

I [A (A+2B+C)] s 

+ 4 £
2 2 

( 
2 

F + G \} g J OW · OW) 

2 
I [A

5 
(A-C)] = - ( !!!.) £ 2 _! g 2G 

2 3 ow 
µ 

I [ (A-B)] = -

••• (Al .17) 

••• {Al.18) 

••• (Al .19) 

· ••• (Al. 2 0) 

••• (Al.21) 

••• (Al .. 22) 

••• (Al. 23) 



APPENDIX 2 

NUCLEON FORM FACTORS 

i. Electromagnetic Form Factors 

Electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon 

describes its charge and magnetization distribution. 

In a crude way we may picture this as the result of 

the strong coupling between nucleon and mesons, the 

manifestation of the fact that the bare Dirac particle 

is being dressed by a meson cloud. The most general 

form of the nucleon-photon vertex consistent with 

Lorentz invariance and gauge invariance can be written 

as 

••• (A2.l) 

It describes the vertex where a virtual photon with 

2 2 momentum square q = (pf-pi) is absorbed by a nucleon 

satisfying the free Dirac equation.pf and pi are final 

and initial momentum respectively. ~ is the anomalous 

magnetic moment of the nucleon in unit of nuclear 

magneton. F1 and F 2 are referred to as Dirac and Pauli 

form factors respectively. They are renormalized so 
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For the sake of more convenient physical inter-

pretation, the following linear combination of F1 and 

F2 are defined 

••• (A2. 2) 

In the Breit frame where q
0

=o, these two functions 

represent the Fourier transform of the nuclear charge 

and magnetic moment distributions. 2 For vanishing q , 

we have, according to the above normalizations of F1 

and F2 , 

GEp(o) = 1.0 

G ·(o) = En 0 

••• (A2. 3) 

GMn(o) = gn 

It is also convenient to define the isoscalar and 

isovector form factors: 

1 ' 
= 2 (GEp-GEn) 

1 
= 2 (GEp+GEn) 

••• {A,2. 4) 

These form factors are determined experimentally 

by electron-nucleon scattering. The analysis of 
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electron-nucleon scattering employs the Rosenbluth 

formula which assumes the exchange of a single photon 

and validity of the first Born approximation. Devia-

tion from the Rosenbluth formula is not observed for 

2 -2 value of q up to 50 fro Contribution from two photon 

exchange can be tested through comparison of electron-

proton and positron-proton scattering and measurement 

of polarization of the recoil proton. The theoretical 

prediction of two photon exchange contribution is small. 

Experimentally, it is found to. be small except perhaps 

for very high value of q 2 

The current interpretation of nu.cleon e.m. form 

factor relates them to the vector mesons through dis

persion relations. Assuming that Gv(q2) and Gs(q2 ) are 

analytic in the complex z-plane with cuts on the real 

axis and that it has the suitable assymtoptic property 

as z+~, we can write 

••• (A2. 5) 

. 2 
If we. further assume that ImG {q ) is approximated by 

contributions arising from poles related to a few vector 

bosons, we get the Clementel-Villi formula 

rn = E 
n l-q2/M 2 

n 

••• {A:?.·. 6) 

Here rn is a measure of the coupling of the boson with 

mass M to the photon. n 
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Attempts have been made to fit Gv(q2) and G
5

(q2 ) 

with Clementel-Villi equations of a few terms. The 

isovector meson p and isoscalar mesons ~ and w are 

employed. It is found that the p meson mass has to be 

considerably smaller than the experimental value. A 

four pole fit preserving the p-mass introduces an 

additional vector meson at 875Mev, which is not dis

covered. Thus, the analytic form of Gv(q2) and Gs(q 2) 

are ambiguous. 

For our calculation, we have taken a two pole 

fit given by de Vries !:.:!:, al. (1962). 

GS (q2) ( -0.17 + 1217 ) e = 2 E 1-q /23 

GS 
M 

(q2) = -0.06 ( 1.5 - 0. 5 ) e 
l-q2/23 2m 

GV (q2) =(0.08+ 
0.92 ) ~ E l-q2/18 

GM (q2) = M 1.85 ( -0.18 + 1.15 ) e 
l-q2/18 2m 

••• (A2. 7) 

ii. The Pionic Form Factor 

The Pionic form factor describes the so-called 

"strong structure" of the nuclear just as the e.m. 

form factor describes its e.m. structure. The concept 

of pionic form factor is first applied to the analysis 
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of pion production in inelastic N-N scattering. Here the 

peripheral model, which assumes the exchange of a single 

pion and ignores the final state interaction between 

the two nucleons, is rather successful at low momentum 

transfer but fails at higher energies. This leads to 

the conjecture that the peripheral model might be pre

served if one adds into the formalism the multiplicative 

function of q 2 

e9. (A2. 8). 

K(q 2 ) stands for the form factor of the pion-nucleon 

vertex and K' (q 2 ) the ratio between the complete and 

perturbative pion propagator. Thus, a quantitative 

determination of G(q2 ) can be carried out, and the 

consistence of G(q2 ) at different energies indicates 

that the peripheral model is reliable. 

In contrast to the electromagnetic case, separate 

determination of K and K' is impossible. In electro-

magnetic interaction, the perturbation expansion in 

orders of the coupling constant (e2/4TI) converges 

rapidly enough. Thus, the difference between the complete 

propagator of the photon and its perturbative propagator 

can be neglected as corrections of higher order. In 

strong interactions, this is no longer true, since the 

perturbation expansion is not reliable. 

There is yet no theoretical determination as to 



the form of function G(q2 ). Ferrari and Selleri (1963) 

measured G(q2 ) from reactions p+p+p+n+TI+ and 

p+p+p+p+TI 0
• They give a phenomenological fit in the 

form of a Clementel-Villi formula: 

G ( 2) = 1-A +A q 2 2 
l+(q +µ )/n 

A = 0.28, 2 n = 4.73 µ 

••• (A2. 9) 

They claimed that other types of expressions are found 

to give bad agreement for any choice of the parameters. 
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APPENDIX 3 

INCORPORATING NUCLEON FORM FACTORS 

In this Appendix we deal with the nucleon form 

factors. Incorporating form factors in their current 

analytic form into our calculation introduces additional 

integrals into the expressions for the y-~ potentials. 

They are very similar to the functions encountered in 

Chapters 3 and 6. The numerical evaluations of these 

new integrals are, however, not as easy. Their contri-

bution to the potentials are small, especially at dis-

tances beyond one pion compton wave length. We shall 

therefore not evaluate them, but satisfied with survey

C ing their effects .from the special case of VA., where 

the integration can be carried out analytically, we 

first deal with the electromagnetic form factors and 

then the pionic form factor. In the electromagnetic 

case, we only consider the magnetic form fact9rs, since 

major contribution to the y-~ potential comes from the 

magnetic currents. 

We have three kinds of terms which are the 

d t f t t . . ( 1) . ( 2 ) . ( 1} . ( 2 ) and pro UC s 0 WO curren s, viz., JV XJV I JS XJS 
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(j~l)xj~ 2 ) + j~ 1 >xj~2 >). The first two terms have 

identical modifications form the incorporation of the 

e.m. form facotr, except for some numerical constants. 

We shall consider them together and the last term 

separately. 

i • · ( 1 ) · ( 2 ) and J. ( 1 ) x J. ( 2 ) 
JV XJV S S 

In this section F(t) stands for either the iso-

84 

b scalar or isovector magnetic form factor, F(t)= a+ 2 2 2 • 
m +k -t 

Let us define formally the operator 

J = i f +
00 

dtf Jd
3
pd

3
k 

(21T)7 
-oo 

R(t) is any function of (t). 

We further define 

Then 

F
2

(t)I = a 2I + 2abMI + b 2M2I 

••• (A3 .1) 

••• (A3. 2) 

••• (A3. 3) 

••• (A3. 4) 

••• (A3. 5) 

••• (A3. 6) 
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But it can be shown that 

MI = ~ [I+Im] ••• (A3. 7) 
m 

-a MI 
~ 

•.• (A3. 8) 

Substituting (A3.7) and (A3.8) into (A3.6), we have 

a I 
~m 

••• (A3. 9) 

Thus it is clear that the inclusion of magnetic form 

factors is equivalent to making the substitutions: 

2 2 2 
Fcd3 (y,z)-FaS (y,z)-(1-a )Ha$ (y,z)+m. (1-a) 

2 2 2 
Gae (y,z)-GaS (y,z)-(1-a )Ea$ (y,z)+m (1-a) 

a H 
'~ a8 am 

a E 
am2 a8 

••• (A3 .10) 

In obtaining (A3.10), we have made use of the normalization 

b · a 
relation (a + /m2)=1. The functions H E ~- H 

a 8' a8' am2 a8 

and ~ E are defined in the following: 
am"' a8 

Haa(y,z)= 
· l cos(p +r ) z s1npy l J<X> 2 2 ~ . 

2 (2ir) 3yz 
0 

o ( o+a) ( o+S) 

pdp 

+f 0 

-/r2-p2y 
e sinpz pdp 

w ( w +a ) ( w + 8 ) p p p. 



1 

= 1 cos(p +r ) z sinpy pdp 1 J

oo 2 2 2 

2.(21T) 3yz (a+l3) 
0 

( o+a) ( o+8) 

Ir _e_-_~_r_2 __ P_2_Y_s_i_n_..p_z_p_d...._p + I oo 
+ (w +a) (w +8) 

o P P r 

cos/p2-r2y sinpz 

(wp +cd (wp +13) 
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3 2 (21T) yz 

a 
~ H 0 (y,z) = 
am a IJ 

1 ~ ; Joo . pap ! z l 
0 

o c o +a > c o + 13 > L 
sin/o 2

-µ
2 z sinpy 

102-µ2 

· I 2 2 
+ cosv o -µ z sinpy ( ; + 1 

u o+a + 
0 

+ ~ I~ p sin/p
2
-r

2
y sinpz pdp 

/p2~r2 w (w +a) (w +8) 
r p p p 

- ':l 
2 

J

r. -/r2-p2 y 1 . pe sinpz dp 

/r 2-p2 w Cw +a) Cw +8) 
0 p p p . 

a 
~ E 0 (y,z) = 
am Clµ 

__ 1_ )_ ~Iooo 
2(2·1T)

3
yz(a+l3) 1 

~ _z_s_in_/_o 
2
_-__ µ_

2
_z_s_i_n_p_y cos/ o 

2
-µ 

2 
z s inpy (-1- + 

-+: 0 o+a 
; 02_µ 2 

+ ':f..J
00 

p sin/p
2
-r

2
y sinpz dp _ 

2 j,2 2 . p -r (w +a) (w +13) r p p 

I ••• (A3 .11) 



To incorporate the pionic form factor into the 

potentials, we have to evaluate the expression 

I 
mn 

NI 

B 
Fw(t) =A+ 2 2 2 

n+µ +p -t 

-1 -1 
= J [R (t) ( n+p2+µ 2_t2) (m2+k2-t2) J 

-1 -1 -1 J 
= J[RCt) (n+p2+µ2-t2) (t2-k2) (t2-wp2) -
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. -1 -1 -1 -1 
J [R (t) ( n+p2+µ·2-t2) (m2+k2-t2) (t2-k2) (t2-w 2) J MNI = p 

••• (A3 .12) 

Then 

••• (A3 .13) 

It can easily be shown that 

NI = l [I+I ] 
n n 

••• (A3 .14) 

MNI = __!__ [I+I +I +I ] 
2. m n mn m n 

••• (A3 .15) 

+l 1 d d -:r- [I+I +I +I ]- --i- ~ Im + I 
m n m n mn m n am2 ~ mn 

••• (A3 .16) 

Substituting (A3.7), (A3.8), (A3.14), (A3.15) and (A3.16} 

into (A3.13), we have 



F2 (t) F (t) I = I+ (l-a 2) I + (1-A) I + (1-A) (1-a) I -m
2 (1-a) 2 

ir m n mn 

••• (A3 .17) 

Corresponding to (A3.17), the substitutionson Fa
8

(y,z) 

and Ga
8

(y,z) are: 

2 2 a 2 2 a + m (1-a) ~ E -m (1-a) (1-A) ---,.... C 
am..:: a8 am..:: a8 
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••• (A3 .18) 

a a 
The functions Laa' oaS' am2 oaS' Das' ca8 and ~ ca8 are 

defined as follows: 

-fip 2_p2z 
e sinpy dp 

{p+a) {p+a} 

{ 
p 

~ 2 2 . cos ~ -p z sinpy 
p+a} {p+8) 

_/ 2_ 2 
e X P Ysinpz pdp 

e {e+m) {e+a) 

+j~ cos/1{-x21 sinyz eap ~ 
e e+a) a+ .:a . ) 

x 



D = cd3 

00 

1 s J cosey sinpz rdp 
2 {2'1T) 3yz {a.+13) ( (e+a.) (e+13 

0 

+ Joo cos/1
2
-p

2
z sinpy pdp ( 

p+a) (p+l3) s 
p 
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+f . 0 

_/p2-p2z . 
e · sinpy pdp 

(p+a.) (p+l3) 

C = 1 ~ J
00 

cos/E{
2

+x
2

z sinpy pdp 
a.13 2{2'1T)3yz(a.+13) ( o6+a.) (6+13) 

_/ 2_ 2 + Joo e X P Ysinpz pdp 
(e+a) (e+13) 

x 

I
co • /, 2 2 . 

p sin p -x y sinpz dp 

/p2-x 2 e (e+a.) (e+13) x . 

/, 2 2 . cos p -x y sinpz 
(e+a.) (e+13) 

pdp 1. 

sin/p2+x
2

z sinpy 

lp2+x2 
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r . /, 2 2 
+ ! p sin p -x y sinpz dp 

/p2+x2 ( e+a) ( e+e) x r -/x2-p2y } _ ~ Ee sinEz dE 
2 

/.. 2 2 x -p < e +a > < e + e > . 
0 

••• (A3 .19) 

For the fraction F (y,z), the magnetic form factor 
a 

appears only once, i.e., I--Fv(t)F~(t)I. Correspondingly, 

F (y,z)-F(y,z)-(1-A)L -(1-a)H +(1-a) (1-A)O • a a a a a 

L (y,z)= 1 iJ®cosey sinEz EdE 
a 2 c 2 ~)3yz [ e(e+a) 

0 

I
p ~ 2 2 

+ e- P -p zsinEy 
(p+a) 

0 

••• (A3 .19a) 
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ii. 

For these tenns, including the magnetic fonn 

factors, means replacing I by the expression Fv(t)Fs(t)I. 

Making use of the notations of the previous section, we 

can write 

F (t)F (t)I = .(aa' + ab'M + a'bM + bb'MM')I v s ••• (A3. 20) 

It can be shown that 

MM'I = 1 (M' I-MI) ••• (A3. 21) 

The substitutions to be made on the function Faf3(y,z) and 

G af3 (y, z) are 

am• 2-m2 ' 
-(1-a') 2 2 ~f3(y,z) m' -m 

m• 2-a •m2 
Gaf3(y,z)-Gaf3(y,z)-(l-a) 2 2 Ef 6 Cy,z) 

m' -m. 

am' 2_m2 m' 
-(1-a') 2 2 Eaf3(y,z) 

m' -m 

Here, H:f3' ir;, ~f3 and E~; are the same functions 

Haf3 and Eaf3 defined in (A3.ll). The superscript m and rn' 

are added to indicate whether the isoscalar or isovector 

constants are used. This notation will apply also for 

functions appearing below.· 
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To include the picnic form factor of the nucleons 

ultimately, the expression Fn(t)Fs(t)Fv(t)I should 

replace I. The corresponding substitutions then become 

-(1-A)L +(1-a) {1-A) 
a8 

2 2 m' -a'm 
2 2 m' -m 

+ Cl-Al (l-al ::~=:~ o:~ 

m• 2-a•m2 cm - {1-A) D "' 0 + (1-a) {1-A) 
... .., m, 2_m2 a8 

••• {A3. 23) 

The functions defined in (3.36), (A3.ll), (A3.19) 

and {A3.19a) with their derivatives, up to fourth order 

w.r.t. y and z, enter into the expression of the poten-

tials. Most of these integrals. are, however, mathema-

tically undefined. On the other hand, we know that 

integrals like 

J
knsinkx 

Q(x) = 
k2+a2 

dx ••• {A3. 24) 

can be written·as the sum of o-function-like terms and 



a nondivergent term. (The functions we are dealing with 

are not exactly of the form (A3.24), but very similar 

to it, and should have similar behaviours.) Therefore, 

if we are interested in cases where x is quite far from 

the origin, Q(x) does define a finite potential. The 
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usual trick is to multiply the integrand with a gaussian 
2; 2 e-p A so that it becomes absolutely convergent, keeping 

·always in mind that the limit A+w is to be taken, although 

for practical purpose a finite A has to be used. The 

crutch is that if we introduce this factor at the very 

beginning of the derivation as a restriction on the pion 

momentum, the expression of the integrals are not exactly 

correct except for A=w. After the angular integrations, 

we are left with a two dimensional integral over p and k. 

The integral where k is integrated first and p left to be 

integrated numerically will not be affected whether the 

factor e-p
2
/A

2 
is added at the beginning. or at the end. 

The integral where p has to be integrated first will 

deviate from the expression given if the factor is added 

before doing this last-but-one integral. Our expression 

will be "more exact" as A becomes larger. Thus we are 

furnished with a practical method for evaluating the 

integrals, provided the value of the integral with the· 

cut-off factor included becomes insensitive to the choice 

of A, beyond a relatively small positive value Am• A 
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large A would make the numerical integration prohibitive, 
m 

since one then has to integrate up to very large values 

of k to attain the desired accuracy. It turns out that 

for functions appearing in Chapters 3 and 6, a relatively 

small A (~6.0) exists for distances beyond 0.5 * , m 1T 

while for the new integrals introduced with form factors, 

Am has to be very large (~25.0) even beyond 1.5 ~Tr. 

·There are ways to get around this point. For instance, 

one can separate out the a-function like terms first to 

reduce the singularity in the defining integrals, or one 

may write down the exact expression, with the factor 
-p2/A2 

e included, for all the last-but-one integrations. 

We shall not do this, for we believe the effect 

of form factor is small. It is also restricted to a 

short range as must be the case, since it involves the 

exchange of heavy vector bosons. c The special case of VA, 

where all the integrals can be performed analytically, 

proves that our guess is correct. At the same time, this 

provides a check for the accuracy of our numerical evalua-

tion of the original integrals. We now turn to this 

special case. 

The first equation in (6.7) can be written 

slightly differently as 

Ve = 4G G' 1 ( 1 + _a + 
A A x x Cly 

a) a
2 

[f 2 (I+( o,A)-I-(o,µ,· ) az ayaz ~ o,µ; 0 o,t:. 

2. + 
+ 2g A ( I ( 0 I µ ; o,wA)-I~(o,µ; o,wA))] 

2 ( 2 = 4G G' f2 (4Tr) 1 !. + _Cl + _a )_L_ 
A 2 x x ay a z aya z 

µ 



i(k•y-p•Z) e 

••• (A3.25) 

•.• (A3. 2 6) 

Following derivations outlined previously in this 

Appendix, it is easy to prove that incorporation of form 

factors would require the following substitution in 

(A3. 25) 

u (o,µ)-'>u (o,µ) +Au (m,µ) +Bu (m',µ) 
a. a. a. a. 

••• (A3. 27) 

where A and B are appropriate constants and the new 

function u (m,µ) is defined as 
a. 

1 JJ 3 3 ei(k·y-p•z) 
u (m,µ) = - d pd k 2 2 2 a. (2ir) 6 a.Ck +m )w 

p 

l 1 -my -µz 
= 16ir2 a.yz e e 

••• (A3. 28) 

c . 
The value of VA evaluated from (A3.25) with (A3.27) is 

. given in Table A3.l. Comparison with Table 7.2 shows 

that our evaluation of the original integrals is 

sufficiently accurate for value of x beyond 0.6 ~ • The 
1T 

contribution from form factors is comparable to but 

smaller than that of the original integrals inside 0.8 ~ 
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and falls off rapidly beyond this re::.nge. It is to be 

noted that for very short distances, the effect of 

form factors is to suppress the high singularity of our 

potential, as is to be expected, since the form factors 

effectively make corrections to the assumption of a 

point particle. 
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X(1t' ) 
1T 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

TABLE A3.l 

V~ FROM ANALYTIC EXPRESSION 

c 
VA {µir~ 

Contribution Without f .f. 

-0.171404 

-0.030162 

-0.007794 

-0.002566 

-0.000998 

-0.000438 

-0. 0 00210 ' 

-0.000108 

-0.000060 

-0.000034 

-0.000020 

-0.000012 

-0.000008 

-0.000006 

-0.000004 

-0.000002 

c 
VA {µir) 

Contributi.on From f .f. 

0.173376 

0.029722 

0.006704 

0.002174 

0.000740 

0.000276 

0.000110 

0.000046 

0.000020 

0.000010 

0.000004 

0.000002 

http:Contributi.on


APPENDIX 4 

We gather here the values of numerical constants 

used throughout the computation. 

The mass of pion, µ is taken to be 
7T 

139.4 Mev = (1.415 fm)-1 • We have set µ = ~ = c = 1. 
7T 

Values of other constants are: 

f 2 = 0 08 . Pion-nucleon coupling constant 

= 2.793 Proton magnetic moment in units of nuclear 

gn =-1.913 

M = 6.73 

Y-? r = 1.73 

W).. = 1.79 

f 2 = 0.06 
).. 

2 0.057 g = 
2 0.047 g).. = 
2 1/137 e = 

a. = 0.75 

/::,, = 0.552 

f 2 = 
):):if 0 

0.0485 

c' = 0.1 

magneton 
ti,Je,\A)ro I'\ 
Nt2e]gQR magnetic moment 

Nucleon mass 

N* resonance energy 

Y* resonance energy 

I:).. 7T coupling constant 

NN*7r coupling constant 

"AY*7r coupling constant 

Fine structure constant 

F-D mixing ratio 

"A-I: mass difference 

f 2 "'"'"' "A"A7r 0 coupling 
).. 

0 mixing constant 7T -n 
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